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This paper discusses the problem of incorporating and re
presenting uncertainty in the analysis of risk associated with 
the geologic disposal of radioactive waste. There are many 
collections of related events, features and processes which 
might affect the long-term performance of a disposal site; for 
onvenience, such a collection is referred to as a scenario. 

*Uncertainty in the analysis of the risk associated with a dis
posal site generally arises from two rx.aj}ar sources: (1) the 
inexactness with which the occurrence of various scenarios ca", 
be predicted and (2) the inexactness with which the consequences 
associated with individual scenarios can be predicted. The in
exactness in (2) generally arises from the inability to com
pletely characterize the physical processes associated with 
individual scenarios. Questions of the following type arise: 
How can a deterministic model be converted into a probabilistic 
model and the resultant probabilistic predictions be analyzed? 
How does one compile the various scenarios which could afZect a 
disposal site and describe the uncertainty in the quantification 
of there scenarios? What is an appropriate way to calculate 
the consequences, and to represent the effects of uncertainty, 
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for a single scenario? How should individual scenarios bo se
lected for inclusion in a comprehensive disposal site analysis? 
What is an appropriate way to calculate the consequences, and 
to represent the effects of uncertainty, for a collection of 
scenarios selected to represent a disposal site? The preceding 
questions, and possible approaches to their solution, are dis
cussed in the context of a project at Sandia National Labora-
tories to develop a methodology to assess the risk associate.1 
with the geologic disposal of radioactive waste. 

1. Introduction 
The management and long-term disposal of high-level radio

active waste and spent fuel produced by nuclear power genera-
uion and national defense activities is becoming an increasingly 
important issue. The waste inventory is already large and 

difficult to manage, and the future use of njclear power is 
being questioned at least partly on the basis of waste disposal 
capability. Many options have been proposed for disposal of 
radioactive waste, including burial in deep excavations or bore
holes, emplacement in the seabed, ejection into space, and others. 
The current option being pursued most actively is that of burial 
in mined depositories in deep, geologic formations. The forma
tions under present consideration include granite, shale, basalt, 
domed salt and bedded salt. The time period over which the 
performance of such repositories must be assessed is long --
from at least a few thousand years to perhaps a few hundred 
thousand years. Obviously, experiments and monitoring to gam 
information on system behavior cannot be car r ie-1 out over such 
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time per ijds. The only available way to evaluate candidate sit?s, 

waste forms and repository designs and to assess the safety of 

repositories is predictive modeling. An important part of such 

modeling efforts will be the determination and representation 

of uncertainty in model input and model predictions. 

This paper considers the determination and representation 

of uncertainty in the analysis of the geologic disposal ot radio

active waste. It is derived from a project at Sandia National 

Laboratories to develop a methodology to assess the risk associ

ated with such disposal. The paper will present the fiajor aspects 

in organizing the information which is available for a potential 

disposal site and in obtaininc a measure, with appropriate uncer

tainty bounds, of the consequences associated with the site. The 

following organization is used. For the remainier of this sec

tion, the influence of models on the development and application 

of uncertainty analysis techniques in the context of radioactive 

waste disposal is discussed. Then, Jive questions which ar isc-

in uncertainty analysis for geologic waste disposal are presence.-*. 

The presentation for each question includes a discussion of its 

importance in the context of waste disposal and possible techni

ques for its treatment. Specifically f the following questions 

are considered: 

Section 2: How can a deterministic model be converted 

into a probabilistic model and the resultant prob

abilistic predictions be analyzed? 

Section 3: How does one compile the various scenarios 

which could affect a disposal site and describe the 

uncertainty in the quantific ion o : t hc-z 3cenar io." 
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Section A: What is an appropriate way to calculate the 
consequences, and to represent the effects of uncertainty, 
for a single scenario? 
Section 5: How should individual scenarios be selected 
for inclusion in a comprehensive disposal site analysis? 
Section 6: Wuat is in appropriate way to calculate 
the consequences, and to represent the effects of 
uncertainty, for a collect ion of scenarios selected 
to represent a disposal site? 

The paper concludes with a brief .summary section-
As already noted, the ideas presented in this paper arc 

derived from a project at Sandia National Laboratories. This 
project consists of three major parts: (1) the development, 
of models to represent physical processes associated with the 
disposal of waste in geologic formations, (2) the development 
of techniques for the assessment and use ot these mode1s, ai: 
(3) the application cf these models and techniques to a hyoo-
thetical waste repository. The development of uncertainty 
analysis techniques belongs in the second category. Specific
ally, the designation "uncertainty analysis techniques" is used 
to mean methods by which the inexactness of our knowledge rfi th 
respect to the occurrence of events and processes at =t disposal 
site and the inexactness of our capability to descr ib • such 
events and processes can be translated into probabilistic state
ments (e.g., expected values, variances, distribution-, confidence 
intervals) about their consequences. 
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The development and application of uncertainty analysis 
techniques for the assessment of waste disposal sites is very 
closely tied to the models which represent physical processes at 
these sites. The obtainable information for a site generally 
does not provide immediate insight into the consequence., associa 
with a repository at that site. Rather, models must be used to 
process the obtainable information into forms that do provide 
insight with respect to the repository. Thus, uncertainty 
analysis techniques must operate in conjunction with the models 
to determine the uncertainty associated with model predictions 
from the uncertainty associated with the dat^ supplied to tho 
models as input. Much of the data which can be obtained for 
disposal sites will be represented probabilistically while the 
models which have been developed to represent processes at thes? 
sites are gene'ally deterministic. In ec.~er.ee, uncertainty 
analysis techniques are used to develop probabilistic model 3 
(i.e., random variables as input and output) f'O- determir.ist ic 
models (i.e., individual variables as input and output) and then 
to analyze the predictions made by the new probabilistic models. 

Due to their importance in shaping the uncertainty ana 1 yr. i •= 
techniques presented in this paper and to help indicate the po
tential complexity of an uncertainty analysis, the nodels which 
were developed in the Sandia program for use in th^ assess-nen t 
of waste disposal sites are now briefly indicated. The pro
cesses which these models represent car. be divided into four 
major categories: (1) near-field repository behavior, (2; ground 
watsr transport, (3) pathways-to-man and (4) dos i:p-?try an:i he^lt! 

http://ec.~er.ee


effects. The two major models available to represent near-field 
behavior are SWIFT, a three-dimensional, finite ^iffsf.n^e model 
which solves a coupled system of partial differential equations 
to represent fluid flow, heat transfer, br in*3 migration and 
radionuclide transport (Di73), and DNET, a quasi two-dimensional 
network model which simulates waste/host rock interactions and 
feedback effects in the vicinity of a depository (CrBOb). 
Two major models are also avail able to represent groundwater 
transport. One of these is SWIFT. The other is NWFT'DVM, 
a network flow and transport model which solves radionuclide 
transp rt equations by a distributed velocity scheme [Ca80a, 
Ca80b). A two part model is available to perform pathways-
to-rnan calculations (He80b). The first part represents radio
nuclide movement in the surface environment by a system of 
diffei.ential equations; the second part represents radionuclide 
movement from the surface environment to a human population 
by use of concentration ratios. A model is available which 
per forms dosimetry calculations on the basis of 70-year dose 
factors derived from the ICRP-II model and which estimates 
health effects from individual doses and latent cancer risk 
factors proposed by the BEIR-II committee (RuSO). 

This section concludes with a brief discussion of the 
importance uf representing uncertainty in calculated conse
quences for geologic waste disposal. First, it is not pus^ible 
to exactly predict the sets of events, features and processes 
'i.e., scenarios) which may affect a disposal site. Most 
likely, the best that can be obtainen will be probahilistic 
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statements (possibly quite crude] about the occurrence of indi
vidual scenarios. Second, it is not possible to exactly describe 
the conditions (i.e., input data for computer models) necessary 
to predict the consequences associated with specific scenarios. 
Again, the best that can be obtained may be probabilistic state
ments (possibly quite crude) about the variables which define 
model input. To ignore the effects of such uncertainties on ^odel 
predictions could produce v*»ry misleading results. 

2. How can a deterministic mode I be converted into a pr oh3'->i! 1st ic 
model* and the resultant probabilistic predictions be analyzed? 
This is a very general question but one which is at the center 

of uncertainty analysis for geologic waste disposal. As already 
indicated, uncertainty analysis is used to mean the applicatijn 
of methods by which the inexactness of our knowledge with resume: 
to the occurrence of events and processes at a disposal site 
and the inexactness of our capability to describe sjch events a-vi 
processes can be translated into probabilistic statements abe.: 
their consequences. The analysis of a disposal site involves 
the use of several large and co-nplex deierxinistic models. 
However, the input values for these- models are actually the 
realizations of many different random variables. Thus, uncer
tainty analysis for a particular consequence can be interpret * ; 
as the study of a r andom variable which describes the beh av i o r 

*The designation "deterministic model" is used to indicate a 
function whose input is a sequence of real numbers and W-JOS? 
output is one or more real numbers. The de ̂  ignat ion "prob
abilistic model" is used to indicate a function whose input 
is a sequence of random variables and whose out put is on^ ;jr 
more random, variables. 
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of this consequence; in turn, the character of this random 
variable results from the deterministic models involved and the 
random variables which describe input values for these models. 
This leads to the following question: How can a "mote complex" 
model be constructed from the deterministic models which takes 
random variables and their associated joint distributions as 
input and generates one or more randoir, variables as output? 
Then, uncertainty analysis becomes the study of the dependent 
random variables. 

In this section, a technique for converting a deterministic 
nod el into a probabilistic model is discussed. Further, analysis 
techniques for the resultant dependent random variables are alt:, 
indicated. Then, application of these techniqaes to a single 
scenario is considered in Section 4, and application of these 
techniques to an overall assessment of a disposal site is 
considered in Section 6 . 

In practice, it probably will not be possible to develop 
a model which takes actual random variables (i.e., functions 
defined on probability spaces) as input and in turn actually 
generates such functions as output. Indeed, the random vari
ables under consideration will often be estimated by empirical 
distributions or other approximations. Thus, it is proposed 
that a deterministic model be converted into a probabilistic 
model by using some scheme to generate a sequence of values 
(actually, a sequence of vectors, where each vector contains 
one value from each random variable) sampled from the random 
variables according to their distributions (or, the he.?!; 



approximations to them which are available). Then, the individual 

variable values associated with each of these vectors car. be 

supplied to the deterministic model as input. This generates a 

sequence of model outputs which, in conjunct ion with the orob-

abilities associated with the individual sets of input for the 

deterministic model, can be used to generate a random variable 

(actually, an approximation to a random variable) which is the 

result of the applying the new "probabilistic" model to the 

original random variables. Then, suitable analysis of this n^v: 

random variable and the values used in its generation provide 

the desired uncertainty analysis. 

The discussion of the preceding paragraph is now elaborate:: 

on. In sec' ic waste disposal and ir.any other prohlexs, one 

initially has a deterministic model D which is a function of the 

variables v,, ..., v n . However, it is difficult to justify 

specific choices for the v^; in reality, ths values of these 

var iables ^re realizations of associated random variables V w 

..., v n . Thus, what is desired is an assessment of the behavior 

of D(vj, .... v n ) which reflects the behavior of V-j , ,.., V n-

In essence, it is desired to replace the deterministic model 

D with a probabilistic model P which has the random variables 

V,, ..., V as input and has a random variable as output. Then, 

the dependent random variable can be analyzed to gain insig-.t 

with respect to the behavior of predictions made by the original 

deterministic model D. However, for most situations it is not 

possible to actually construct the probabilistic model P; instead, 

the best that can be done is to construct a mndol p. w-i- x 
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takes approximations to the random variables V-̂  , ..., V n as 
input and in turn generates an approximation to a random vari
able as output. Then, this approximation can be analyzed to 
gain information with respect to the uncertainty associated with 
the predictions made by the original deterministic model D. 

The preceding discussion leads to two questions: What is 
a suitable way to sample from the random variables which are to 
be used as input fcr the new probabilistic model? What is a 
suitable way to represent and analyze the random variaole which 
is generated as outpu.- by this model? Before possible soljtions 
are proposed, several desirable properties for the methods are 
listed: 

-- Provide for estimates of expected value, variance ar.d 
distribution for the dependent random variable/ 

-- Provide for estimates o£ confidence intervals for the 
.;reced ing entities, 

— Permit investigation of different distributions and 
correlations for the random variables used as input, 

— Per-nit determination of variables which arc important 
in producing uncertainty in model predictions, 

-- Be numerically efficient with respect to the amount of 
calculation required to obtain the information indicated 
in the preceding desiderata. 

Due to the potentially large amount of computation required by 
some oi the models uaed to study radioactive waste disposal, the 
last consideration is very impoitant. 
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There exist many sampling techniques which might be used 

to sample from random variables to generate probabilistic input 

data for deterministic models. Several of these methods arc 

compared in McKay* Cone ̂ er and Beckman (Mc79). Of the possible 

sampling methods, the one used in the Sandia project is Latin 

hyper cube sampling. This technique to select n different c?1ue s 

from each of k variables X-̂ , . . . , Xu ope rates in the following 

manner. The range of each variable is divided into n nonove:-

lappiny intervals on the basis of equal width or equal pro'o-

ability. One value from each interval is selected at random 

(for equal probability, random sarr.pl i rig means with respect to 

the probability density in the interval). The n values thus 

obtained for X, are paired in a random manner (equally likely 

combinat ions) with the n values of .X 0 , Tne?c r, pa i r s are com

bined in a random manner with the n values of X •, to form n 

triplets, and so on, until n k-tuples are for-rei. This is th: 

Latin hypercube sample. A computer program for generating La r in 

hyper cube sampler ' been developed and docj^en re i by Tnvin , 

Davenport and Ze - ImBOc). 

To initiali iesent the random variable which is the 

output from the pr obabil ist ic mode 1 , a cumul at ive d i st c ib JI ;""i 

f unct ion can be used . Then . the questions of uncertainty an? '• y = 1 = 

become questions of describing this rap.don variable. Important 

aspects of such an analysis are now indicated. Specifically, 

with the assumption that Latin h_• percube sartol ing has been u<= -:- i 

to convert a deterministic mo3e 1 into a probabilistic mod«1, 

the fol1ow in; statements can be H3l n: 

http://sarr.pl
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— Unbiased estimates of the mean, other moments and the-

distribution function are possible ;lT.3Cb, Theorem 1, 

p. 11) . 

-- Variances of the preceding estimators are usually 

smaller thi.i variances of estimators arising from other 

sar.pl ing techniques; however, 'his result may be closely 

related to monotonicity properties of the model. The 

sample variance provides a biased estimate of the poou-

lation variance; however, the bias is often small :imf;Cb, 

Sections 2.5 and 2.6) . 

- Sensitivity analysis technique 0; based on partial enrre-

1 at inn ani stepwise regression can bo used to detersin<-• 

the dominant variables with respect to the dependent 

random variabl (Im78). 

-- The effects o£ different distribution assumptions for 

the input random variables on the depend en*: r a^-iom v = r i -

able can be investigated without rerunninq the mode I 

(Im80b, Chapter 3 ) . 

-- A var iat ion of Latin hyper cube sarr.pl in 9 Known, as 

replicated Latin hypereube S3r.pl Lr.*7 ear: be used to 

obtain confidence intervals for estimators with respect 

to the dependent random variable (personal communication 

f r om R. L. Iman with respect to on-go in:; work) . 

-- Determination of the preceding information is efficient 

in that it can be accomplished with less calculation 

(i.e., the Generation of fewer sample values for the 

dependent r sndor variable) thar with other s?.—) 1 i". i 

http://sar.pl
http://S3r.pl
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techn ' nues which have been consi ier •-_• i ( y.z~ J • I~>-."".'-,, 

Chapter 4) . 

It is felt that all of the preceding considerations fall an "ie 

the general heading of uncertainty analysis. 

"* - How does one compile the various scenarios w'r. ich co;l i a f 

a disposal site and describe the uncertainty in the- quant 

cat ion of these scenarios? 

The woL'J scenario is used to Jenote 3 ccllection of re 12 

events, features and processes which Tight affect a 3 isposal 

Uncertainty in the analysis of a waste disposal site arises f 

two rr.e jor sources: ( 1) the inexactness with wh ich the :>:CJ' r• 

of various scenarios car. be predicted and ' 2'i the inexi"-. si 

with which the consequences associated witn individual scensr 

can be or e o ic ted . The inexactness in (2) :cncr si ly ar i st - f r • 

the inabilty to completely characterize the ph ys i ca"i _:• r o •;-•-• ~ -•-

associated with individual scenarios. The prohler of incDror: 

iii .-j uncertainty when conver t in-3 f "orr a deter" i n i = t i r -oi^l to 

pr o'oaoi 1 ist ic model is con s ider ed in Sect ior. 2 . Tn i.~ i i t-.--

central pr obi em in uncer ta-1 nty analy is fr; .;,-?; ID.: ic '*•;;;; o .: 

posal. However, the first problem which must bo dealt with 

in an uncertainty analysis oi a site is how to o m n i z o the 

scenarios re fer red to in (') and the comcutat iona'ly relator 

descriptions of these scenarios referred to ir. {2} into a f or -

which permits application of the uncei* taintv analysis te.-hnio' 

indicated in Section 2. This organizational tr-chniooe T- = t 

operate to q r ojp event; , features and or .icesoo- i nt ̂  s *•••.- r L 
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in a manner that facilitates use of the models which are avail
able to predict consequences. In this regard, it is emphasized 
that it is usually not possible to immediately ascertain the 
consequences associated with individual scenarios. Instead, it 
is necessary to describe these scenarios in sufficient detail 
and then to use models to predict their consequences. 

The organizational technique that is being used in the 
Sandia project is now briefly indicated. The events, features 
end processes that are important with respect to the behavior of 
a repository are organized into four categories: ;i; those which 
could influence release o£ radionuclides from the depository to 
a nearby aquifer system, (2) those which could influence release 
of radionuclides from the depository directly to the biosphere, 
(3) those which could influence radionuclide movement in ground
water to some surface discharge location, and (4! those which 
could influence radionuclide mc-ement in the surface environment 
and resultant human exposure. Each of the preceding categories 
has a number of sets of conditions (i.e., subscenar ios) associate-} 
with it. Appropriate unions of these sets are referred to as 
scenarios and are the basic organizational units for the analysis 
of 3 disposal site. This technique is intended to operate in 
conjunction with the physical models indicated in Section 1. 
Additional discussion of scenario development, definition and 
application is provided in Cranwell, et al (Cr80c). 

Two observations are now made with respect to the scenario 
development technique just indicated. First, it is felt that this 
organizational method is preferable to event-tree, fau]t-tree 
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techniques for studying uncertainty in the context of radio
active waste disposal. This statement is made for the follow
ing reasons: (1) many of the so-called "events" in waste disposal 
do not represent immediate or abrupt changes in the repository 
system but rather slow continuous changes over 100's to 1000's 
of years (e.g., salt dissolution, shaft or borehole seal degrad
ation, formation of a geologic dike), arid hence their occurrence 
cannot be represented by a simple "yes" or "no" statement, (2) 
the events and processes of concern in waste disposal do not 
necessarily have to occur in a particular sequence and hencp 
organizational problems develop when one attempts to force an 
order ing onto them, and (J) the existence of feedback loops 
may be important (e.g., for disposal in tedded salt, therxal 
expansion and resultant crackin9 can lead to talfc dissolution 
which can lead to subsidence and collapse which can lead to 
additional dissolution which can lead to further subsidence 
and collapcej. The preceding observations lead back to a poiit 
which has already been stated: for a repository analysis, it is 
necessary to organ ize conditions and then use predictive ^odelinj 
to study the consequences associated with these conditions. The 
second observation is that it is not possible to prove "complete
ness" in the sense of unequivocally establishing that all possible 
scenarios have been compiled. Through care in scenario develop
ment and appropriate independent review, assurance can be sought 
that a collection of scenarios is acceptably complete. However, 
this cannot be proved. 
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The probabilistic description of each scenario involves two 
types of random variables: a random variable which describes 
the probability of occurrence for the scenario, and a collection 
of random variables which describes the inexactness with which 
the information needed to model the scenario is known. The first 
type of random variable is needed (1) to calculate consequences 
and uncertainty across all scenarios, ;2J to perform risk calcu
lations, and (3) to screen scenarios on the basis of probability. 
The second type of random variable is needed (11 to calculate 
consequences and uncertainty for individual scenarios [2) to 
perforin risk calculations, and i.3) to screen scenarios on the 
basis of consequence. 

Determination of trie random variables needed to describe 
the scenarios associated with a disposal site is dependent on 
both the individual scenarios and the particular site- It is 
difficult to give specific techniques for their determination in 
a general paper such as this; indeed, the thrust of this paper 
is, given that these random variables can be deter:?.ined, how 
can the uncertainty which they impose on assessments of a sit? 
be studied? However to provide a feeling for what is involved 
in the determination of these random variables, the following 
six general approaches ar<? discussed briefly: (1) application 
of known physical relationships, (2) laboratory measurements 
of properties and processes, (3) field measurements of geologic 
conditions and processes, (4) investigation and interpretation 
of past historic and geologic records, (5) synthesis of expert 
opinion, and (6) deliberate conservatism. All of these technique:: 
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are most useful when their application : s as site-spe?ific as 
possible. 

The fi1 t technique is based on estimating probabilities 
through use jf accepted scientific principles. For example, 
heat flow calculations can be used to determine temperature 
distributions in the vicinity of a depository. This information 
can be used to estimate the probability of thermally induced 
fracturing in the rock strata surrounding the depository. In 
turn, the preceding probabilities can be used to estimate the 
probabilty of water flow through the depository. As another 
example, chemical and physical characteristics of an area might 
be used to estimate ranges and distributions for the partitioning 
of radionuclides between the liquid and solid phases of a system 
(i.e., distribution coefficients). 

The second technique is based or, laboratory measure™- ts. 
Many impor tant variables can be investigated through properly 
designed laboratory experiments. Such variables inrlu^e ones 
which relate to distribution coefficients, leach rates, shaft-
seal failure rates, concentration ratios and development of 
fracture systems. 

The third technique involves direct field measurements n r 
geologic conditions and processes to deternin^ the probabilistic 
nature of important varaibles. For example, field observation 
can be used to determine the distribution of erosion rates with 
respect to climate and topography. As other examples, direct 
observation can yield information on processes such as uplift-
and subsidence, dissolution, and growth of fracture systems an-? 
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on conditions as characterized by porosities, conductivities 
and distribution coefficients. 

The fourth technique is similar to the third technique 
in that it uses data from past human and gerlogic activity. 
Yet it is different in that it infers probabilities from ps.-t 
records rather than from field measurements designed to deter
mine them directly. For example, past rates and distributions 
for tectonic and volcanic activity might be used to infsr such 
rates for the future. However, as both techniques are '-.ased 
on extrapolation nf past and present conditions into th< future, 
care must be taken to assure that the time periods used ii these 
projections are appropriate. Use of time per ii. 's that are too 
short can produce in is leading results. For example, the t\ istor i-
cal records on which to base estimates of inadvertent intrusion 
by drilling only extend back to 50 to 100 years -- a short zime 
per iod in comp =„r ison to the few thousand to possibly a few 
hundred thousand years involved in a repository assessment. 
Similarly, the use of time periods that are too long can al= •> 

produce misleading r^^-l tu . For example.-, ccr.:/i ;.; ?.z io-: •;• .,•.•_=:-
age occutrer.ee probabilities over very long ~ime periods can 

obscure significant fluctuations in geologic behavior which t_'.? 
place over shorter time periods. 

The fifth technique is the use of expert op in ion to quantif 
uncertainties and estimate probabilites when experiment -,; a n d 
observational data are scarce or imprecise. Expert opinion usua 
involves many of the other techniqjes in the list. A group of 
experts tries to out together the inadequate information osin-1 

http://occutrer.ee
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through other techniques. If such a group can reach a consensus 
and if other groups agree with their conclusions, then this rr.a/ 
provide the best estimates of probabilities and uncertainties 
that can be obtained. Expert opinion can be developed in several 
ways: the Delphi method is a formally structured procedure, but 
informal debate and argument are a more common method. Al 1 
methods involve examination o£ data, expression of ooinion, and 
interaction among expert participants. 

The sixth technique is deliberate conservatism. While 
conservatism is not a technique for mean ing f u 1.1 y quantifying 
uncertainty, it does provide a starting place in an analysis for 
a variable on which there is limited information. Specifically, 
an analysis can be carr..ed out with probabilities and ranges which 
are conservat ive in the sense that they tend to cause over est na
tion of the variable's significar.ee. Thur,, ir an ana ly sir- errs, 
it is by overestimating rather than by unde-rest iarrt ing the conse
quences associated with a disposal site. F-.rth.er, if such a 
variable emerges as being important, then additional wo:'-: is 
required to determine a more realistic distribution fur its value. 
Unfortunately, the ranges and distributions for many variable? 
in a waste disposal site analysis will involve estimate". In 
developing such estimates, it is important to avoid excessive-
use of conservatism, as this can produce very misleading uncer
tainty analysis results. 

Although application of the preceding techniques is not ciis-
cussed in this paper, various of the:- have boo:-, applied ir. the 
Sandia waste isolation project. Such application;: csn be foj-vi 

http://significar.ee
http://F-.rth.er
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in the following papers ar.d reports: Beckman and Johnson (BeSO;, 
Cranwell (Cr80a), Cranwell ind Donath (Cr80d, CrBOe, Cr80f), 
Donath, Schwartz and Cranwell (Do30), and Helton and Iman (HeSCb). 

As is evident, many of the random variables needed to des
cribe a waste disposal site will be ill-defined. For many, the 
best obtainable descriptions may be empirical distribution fdnc-
t ions based on inadequate laboratory or field observations. For 
others, expert opinion, and possibly several divergent expert 
opinions, may be all that exists. 

4. What is an appropriate way to calculate the consequences, 
and to represent the effects of uncertainty, for a single 
scenar io? 
As already discussed, an individual scenario consists of a 

collection of related events, features and processes potentially 
affecting radionuelide movement away from a depository and even
tual human exposure to these radionuclides. Further, associate-;: 
with each scenario are random varibles which represent the avail
able knowledge with respect to the input variables require.! by 
the models in use to predict the consequences ass-riated wiih the 
scenario. As several models may be required and several decay 
chains may be involved, the potential number of random variables 
is large (i.e., 10's to 100's). For this discussion, ic is 
assumed that a scenario has been described on 3 gross scale as 
indicated in Section 3. Further, it is also assumed that a 
suitable grouping of deterministic models has been formed to 
calculate the consequences associated with the scenario a;io that 
random variables which describe the uncertainty in the inpjt 
data for these models have been defined. 
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Trie question on which this section is based is a special 
case of the question considered in Section 2. How can a deter
ministic model be converted into a probabilistic model and the 
resultant probabilistic predictions be analyzed? When the in
dividual deterministic models required to represent the indiv
idual parts of the scenario are contained, the result is a 

single "large" deterministic model D and a collection of ranJo* 
variables V,, ..., V which represent the uncertainty in the 
input variables v^, .../ v n for D. Then, it is desired to 
represent the un.-rtainty in the predictions made by D which 
results from the uncertainty described by the random variables 
V^, ..., V_. As discussed in Section 2, this car. be accomp- ished 
by constructing a probabilistic model P from the deterministic 
model D. The new probabilistic irotfel P will use the random 
variables V w ..., V n as input and will generate a random v ar i.-.1-!•: 
P(V\, ..., V n} as output which c m be analyzed to determine th-i 
uncertainty in thi predictions made by D. In reality, a model 
P A will be constructed which takes approximations to Vj, ..., V n 

as input and generates an approximation to PCv\, ..., V n) as 
output. 

Before considering the information which might be souqht in 
an uncertainty analysis for an individual scenario, the nature of 
D, P and F, is indicated. It is conceptually convenient to think 
of D, P and Pj, as individual models, which they are. However, in 
actual applications/ they will not generally be individual models 
in the sense of a computer program that can be executed as a single 
entity. Instead, D will consist of a number of individual oroira-rs 



which are executed separately. The probabilistic model P would 

never be defined. The approximation P^ to P would be a program 

for sampling from the random varibles V^, .... V n which operated 

in conjunction with the individual programs which constituted 

D. Specifically, the sampling program would initially generate 

=. sequence of samples (v;,, ...» vi-i' * *• = -'•' •••/ n1., from the 

file. Then, the values in each n-tuple would be used in con

junction with the individual models in D to calculate a conse

quence. In practice, this would involve a sequence of calcu

lations and file generations. Generally, D would consist of 

s corrode 1 s D-, , ..., D^ which operat? in sequence in the sen? : 

that D- generates input for 3 ^ + 1 - The mode) D, would oe managed 

by a program P^ which read the samples from the random variables, 

converted them into input fjr D^, supplied this input to D-, , 

and recorded the results generated by D-,. Similarly, D2 «a J 1 i 

De managed by a program P 2 which read the samples froir, the 

random variables and the results generated by D,, converted 

this information in*-o input for ^2> supplied this input to D ? , 

and recorded the results generated by D 2- This process wojld 

continue until a file containing the actual information of 

interest (i.e., an approximation of the random variable P{V-,, 

..., V n)) was generated. Thus, the probabilistic model P* would 

operate through the sampling program, the data handling programs 
f l ' •••* p k ' a n (3 fcne original determin-' *• \c models D-, , ..., D k. 

Infor:-.ation which can be sought about the consequences, 

and associated uncertainty, for an individual scenario is ny.v 

indicated. The random variables which define ir.fnji- Cor the 
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deterministic models can be sampled by La tin hyper cub? sampling. 
In turn r this sample can be used in generating an approximation 
to a random variable which incorporates the uncertainty in con
sequence predictions for the scenario. Then, information, on 
this -andoin variable can be sought as discussed in Section 2. 
Unbiased estimates of the mean, other moments and the distribu-
tion function can be calculated. The preceding estimates gener
ally have small variances relative to estimates provided by 
other sampling rethods; the sample variances can be used to pro
vide biased estimates of these variances. Sensitivity analysis 
techniques can be used to determine the dominant variables in 
affecting the behavior of the seleete - consequence. The effects 
of different assumptions with respect to the original random 
variables can be investigated without rerunning the r^iels. I -
replicated Latin hypercube sanip 1 inn is used , confidence i r.ter V3l3 
can be estimated. It is felt that investigations of the preced i n ; 
nature fall under the general heading of uncertainty analysis. 

This section has considered the analysis of consequences 
associated with an individual scenario. Resuits obtained in such 
aii analysis sre conditional; they are based on che assumption 
thcit the scenario occurs. Section 6 considers the analysis of 
consequences for a disposal site when the probabilities of 
occurrence for individual scenarios are included. 

5. How should individual scenarios be selected for inclusion 
in a comprehensive disposal site analysis? 
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When a potential disposal site is analyzed, the nam! c-r of 
possible scenarios .nay be too large to permit their complete 
inclusion in a consequence/uncertainty analysis. Thus, the 
problem arises of how to select the scenarios wh • 11 be used 
in the analysis. Actually, this is a two part pi. lem: (1) 
How should the scenarios be selected Tor consideration? and 
{2} How should the variables which are used to describe the 
scenarios be selected? The preceding are very important ques-
tions; they are also site and model specific. Therefore, the 
following discussion of them is general and brief. However, 
in the analysis of a particular site, resolution of those 
questions will probably involve significant effort. 

The scenario selection problem is considered first. As 
already noted, the scenario generation technique will probably 
generate more scenarios than can be incorporated into the final 
analysis of a site. Indeed, the first effort at scenario devel
opment will probably be to generate as comprehensive a collection 
of scenarios as possible. Then, a suitable subcollection these 
scenarios must be selected for use in a comprehensive site an^lys i = . 
With the assumption that the scenario development process dis
allows physically unreasonable scenarios, there art two criteria 
left which can be used to screen scenarios for incljsion in the 
final site analysis: consequence and probability. Possible 
scenarios with very low consequences can be omitted because of 
their small potential to alfect risk and to cause uncertainty 
in the analysis of risk. Similarly, possible scenarios with very 
low probabilities can also be omitted, it is also oossinl^ that 
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scenarios with "intermediate" conseqaences and probabilities may 
be screened on the basis of risk. Due to the large computational 
effort required to perform a site analysis as indicated in Sectio 
6» it is important to reduce the number of scenarios as much as 
possible in a manner which is consistent with an overall goal of 
a meaningful consequence/uncer tainty analysis. A;; add itional 
technique that may be useful is to seek out scenarios which are 
"similar" and to find ways to pool such collections into single 
scenarios. 

The second question is now considered. Tnat is, 'now should, 
the variaoles which are used to describe the scenarios be selecte 
There is generally some knowledge of the varia.les to be used; i c 

this were not the case, there would not be mode is Cor physical 
processes associated with a site and there would not hi a seen nr i 
development technique based on organizing events and process?;? in 
a manner suitable for use wit" th- ;« models. Actus Ily, t-e ejec
tion can be restated as follows: For a model which is capable of 
using many variables to describe a process, how can the variables 
be identified which, due to the uncertainty in their values, 
dominate the uncertainty in predictions made by the model? SOTV 
variables may be very uncertain in their values; however, if th^* 
have little effect on Tiodel predict ions, then th is uncer tai nty 
is of limited concern. However, it is important to recognize 
and include variables which do have significant effects on the 
uncertainty of model predictions. Identification of impor t a-'it 
variables can be accomplished with sensitivity analysis techni
ques designed to assess the effects that individual variables 
and their associated distributions have o.-. ̂iod-,-] pi e.: ict i v; -̂. 
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In the Sandia project, an approach to sensitivity analysis 

based on partial correlation coefficients and stepwise reT.ressinn 

has been found to be productive. The basic idea is to '!) select 

a group of potentially important variables which def in inpuc for 

a model, (2) choose ranges and distributions tor the variables, 

(3) sample from the variables according to their assigned ranges 

and distributions, (4) generate input values for the model from 

t:.'i- sampled values of the , 

with the generated input, and (61 assess the relationships between 

the original variables a->d model output by partial correlation 

coefficients ar.d stepwise regression. La tin nypercuoe samp; inn 

lias been successfully used as the sa~.pl ing t^.-nn ique ; also, the 

rank transform has been helpful in reducing the effects of non-

linearity in model predictions- This approach to sensitivity 

analysis is discussed in Iman, Helton an_1 Campbell \Im.73), an-1 

examples of its application are contained in Campbel1, Iman 

and Reeves (CafiOaj , Helton, Brown and Iman (HefiOa J , and He I z?r. 

and Iman (He8 0b). 

This section ends with the observation that the proper 

selection of variables for both modeling and field investigation 

will b& one of the recurrent problems in the analysis of a dis

posal site. The appropriate use of sensitivity analysis techni

ques provides a systematic way to investigate and then select such 

variables. A very important aspect of sensitivity analysis is 

that it can be used to identify the variables which cause the most 

uncertainty in model pi -dictions and hence to identify the areas 

where additional study will do the most to reduce uncertainty in 

th? analysis of a site. 

http://sa~.pl
file:///Im.73


6. What is an appropriate- way to calculate trie conse.-.uenc- =. , 

and to represent the effects cf uncertainty, for a collect,, 

of scenarios selected to represent a disposal site? 

For the following, it is a;,i.u:ii-id t:iat pi^viousi.' J xs- ..̂  ^^2 

techniques have been used to select a collection of scenarios, 

to assign probability distributions for the occurrence of these 

scenarios, to select a set of variables needed to predict the 

consequences associated with the scenarios, and to define prob

ability distributions for thes& variables. Then, th» aiestioi 

on which this section is based is a special case of the ques^io 

considered in Section 2: How can a deterministic TO:) el be r*o-.-

verted into a probabilistic mo3el and the resultant proha'-'i I i«-

predictions be analyzed? 

For use in later not at ion, it is ass'j.rod that r- scenarios 

and n variables are under consideration. Further, it is acs ::rr.e 

that U^, i =• 1, ..., m, is a sequence of random variables su rh 

that Uj_ represents the probability of occurrence for the i c l 

scenario and that V^, i = 1, .,., n, is a seqjer.ee cf random 

variables such that V^ represents the probability of occJrrenci-

for the i1- variable required tr model the site. In reality, 

the models will require many more variables than just those 

associated with the V|; however, the V- correspond to thop*> 

variables which are sufficiently important in affectinn the 

uncertainty for a site to be considered as random variables 

rather than as fixed input valjps. When the individual deter

ministic models required to represent the various parts of the 

scenario are combined, a single ileteninist ic in i del '-\- is ith 

http://seqjer.ee
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produced; this model is a function of the forT ^I( '7\ I - • • # 
v n ) , where the Vj_ are individual realizations cf the random 
variables V:. Some of the V • may be required in the modeling 
of all scenarios; others may be required for only a few sce
narios. However, it is organizationally convenient to assume 
that all scenarios involve all the V;. Next/ a model D can 
oe defined which, for specified occurrence probabilities for 
each scenario, gives an expected consequence for the disposal 
site. Specifically, if u- is a realization of Û  for i = 
1, -.., m and v^ is a realization of V^ for i = l r ..., n, then 
U is the model given by 

S "i V̂ 'l v n > 1=1 

The problem of uncertainty analysis for the disposal site 
now becomes how to determine and represent the uncertainty ir. 
predictions made by D which results from the characteristics of 
U l r ..., Û r v^f ..., V n. As already noted, this is precisely 
the problem discussed in Section 2. Specifically, a probabilist 
model P is constructed from the deterministic model D; the new 
probabilistic model uses the random variabes U^ , ..., Um» V, , .. 
Vrj as input and generates a random variable Pt^w ..., U , v,( . 
V n) as output. This new random variable can then be analyzed to 
determine the uncertainty in predictions made by D. The general 
nature of the construction process for P in the context of waste 
disposal is indicated in Section 4. However, that description i 
for the analysis of a single scenario; one additional level o£ 
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complexity ^x ibts in a site analysis due to ^he consi.l-rcatiun of 
many scenarios. 

Information which can be sought about the consequences, 
and associated uncertainty, for a collection of scenarios 
selected to represent a disposal site is the same as indicated 
at the ends of Sections 2 and 4. 

7 . Summary 
The problem of incorporating and representing uneertainty 

in the analysis of geologic waste disposal has been discussed. 
The approach has been to v iew uncerta inty analysis in the con
text of the problem of how to con vert fro~i a deterministic mod el 
(i.p., a function whose input is a sequence of real numbers) 
to a probabilisric model (i.e., a function whose input is a 
sequence of random variables and whose output is one or tiora 
random variables) . Then, uncertainty analysis becomes the 
study of how the properties of the output random variable arc-
determined by the properties of the input random variables. 
In the context of this approach, various questions which relate 
to uncertainty analysis for geologic waste disposal have been 
discussed and the manner in which the problems associated with 
these questions are being treated in the Sandia project has 
been indicated. 
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